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§04 ✴impossible・probable・likely・perhaps 

402 His ambition to become president is (      ) to be realized. 

①capable ②likely ③possible ④probable 〈愛知医科大〉 

403 It is probably the case that the new rule will affect many 

students. 

≒Many students are (      ) to be affected by the new rule. 

①likely ②possible ③tended ④probable 〈駒澤大〉 

404 There is (      ) that I will be able to visit China next year. 

①possible  ②possibly  

③a possibility ④not impossible 〈岩手医科大〉 

405 As gently as (     ) , her father told her the bad news. 

①he can  ②impossible  

③possible  ④probable 〈自治医科大〉 

406 The Internet has made (      ) for people to express their 

opinions on a wide variety of subjects. 

①it is possible ②it possible 

③possible ④the possibility 〈立教大〉 

407 Our company is considering the (      ) of expanding our 

business to Beijing. 

①possible  ②possibility  

③possibly  ④most possible 〈国士舘大〉 

408 To escape from the prison, he ran as (      ) . 

①fast as possibly ②fastly as possible 

③fast as he could ④fastly as fast could be〈東京経済大〉 
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409 In my last year of junior high school, I studied (      ) . 

①as hard as I possibly could  

②as hardly as I possibly could 

③hardly as possible as I could  

④hard as possibly as I could 〈東京経済大〉 

410 (      ) be released next month. 

①The new album is possible to 

②The new album is probable to 

③It is possible that the new album will 

④It is probably that the new album will 〈福岡大〉 

411 Some studies show that new technology (      ) delay the 

skin aging process. 

①makes possibility to ②makes it possible to 

③making possible to ④possibly makes it to 〈駒澤大〉 

412 While these trends increase production and profits for the 

industry, they also increase (      ) health problems. 

①the likelihood of ②the likely of 

③to likely ④to be likely to 〈福岡大〉 

413 It will (      ) you to spend a few days with us. 

①possibly be for ②be possible for 

③be possibly for ④possible be for 〈関東学院大〉 


